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ABSTRACT - The paper deals with practical aspects of developing control
systems. We briefly discuss safety-critical systems, we examine the use of formal
methods as a possible technique for increasing safety and reliability (by allowing a
formal specification of the initial requirements of the system and by avoiding design
errors) and we propose a design methodology for such systems based on data-flow
networks.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Avoiding design faults seems to have a primary role to produce high reliable software and many
safety-critical standards are now mentioning formal methods as one of the technique that should be
used when an high reliability of the software is required. Moreover, formal techniques have now
been applied successfully on significant systems [Crai 93]. A formal technique is any technique with
a mathematical basis which allows: a formal specification of the system, which even alone gives
benefits by allowing a mathematical model to be developed and reasoning conducted using this
model; formal verification of the system, allowing properties to be verified on the specification and
the implementation to be checked against the specification.

Among safety-critical systems, we study event triggered control systems that, although not allowing
an easy validation as time triggered systems, offer better efficiency and are tailored for wider set of
fault and load hypotheses (event triggered systems react to events as they occur in the external
environment, while time triggered systems periodically observe the state of the external environment).
A design methodology is presented based on data-flow computational paradigm: a mathematical
notation, in which a set of processes executes concurrently and asynchronously by communicating
through data exchanged over FIFO channels. Following the structured design methodology, a system
is modelled as a set of structured modules (nodes) that can be refined in smaller sub modules to
implement the system. Simple modules are then enriched with the specification of their semantics
behaviour. The sub modules in the design can be separately validated, allowing an improvement in
testing and validation of the whole system.



2 - CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN

Control systems are systems which continuously interact with a given physical environment. The
design of control systems must therefore take into account the parallel interaction between the system
and the environment and it is therefore sensible to decompose such systems into a plant and a
controller that communicate through control signals (see Fig. 1). The plant is often a physical process
which correspond to hardware components: the controller must eliminate unsatisfactory behaviours of
the plant.

Plant Contoller

control signals

Fig. 1: control system structure.

Suppose the plant be composed by Sensors and Actuators. Sensors detect events in the plant
environment and send signals to the controller. Upon reception of the signal the controller can take
actions by issuing appropriate control commands to actuators. These signals are naturally
asynchronous. We propose a design methodology that is based on the following points:

1) specify the plant as precisely as possible;

2) model the plant as a part of the overall system;

3) specify safety requirements for the system, giving the hazardous states;

4) design the controller as the mean for ensuring correct plant behaviour;

5) verify the correct behaviour of the plant.

The approach is based on the hierarchic definition of the plant and controller structure using
concurrent nodes. Let || indicates the parallel composition of nodes.

The control system is: System = Plant || Controller, where in case of two sensors and one actuator
plant is: Plant = (Sensor1 || Sensor2) || Actuator.  Any system component has a cyclic behaviour. In
data-flow model the || operator corresponds to asynchronous communications.

3 - DATA-FLOW DESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEMS

A data-flow network is composed by a set of nodes which execute concurrently and communicate by
exchanging data over FIFO channels. The behaviour of a node is given by a set of firings and the
computation proceeds in a data driven manner: a node of the network is ready to execute as soon as
the data required by one of its firings are available and data are sent towards other nodes only at the
end of the execution of the node.

A data-flow network is usually very close to the intuitive representation of a control system, as
conceived by a control engineer. Automatic control and electronic circuits are traditionally modelled
by means of networks of operators transforming flows of data-gates, switch, etc. and by means of



systems of dynamic equations which capture the behaviour of these networks. Such formalism looks
quite similar to "data-flow" systems where modules accept input messages and produces output
messages. Furthermore data-flow computational paradigm is well suited for the description of typical
cyclic control applications and the restriction that it imposes imply more predictable behaviour and
better verifiability for the design.

The advantages of such an approach reside in: 1) potential parallelism exploitation, 2) better error
confinement due to the fact that a data-flow node communicates with other nodes only at the end of
the execution of the node. In the case of deterministic nodes, 3) referential transparency which allows
for an high degree of fault tolerance. It is possible to tolerate simple failures by re-evaluating the same
function on the same input data which produce always the same result. If  non-deterministic
behaviour of nodes is allowed the referential transparency property does not hold, but still the strong
isolation and information hiding enforces a good confinement useful for setting error confinement
areas around modules by means of appropriate consistency checks [Bond 92], [Bond 93].

The primitive entities of the design are modules, which may have internal state, and links. Modules
may first be defined as types (or classes) and then be used: instances of them may become
components of other modules. A fundamental part in the definition of the modules is the definition of
their interfaces. An interface is a set of ports through which the module will interact with the external
environment. The definition of ports is part of modules definition and later, when instances of
modules are used, the ports are linked together according to safe and correct disciplines. All ports
have a name, local to the module, and may be more or less strictly typed (strict typing seems
generally advisable: the format of the messages is pre-determined). A module may be a simple
module, i.e.: a basic entity, or a composed entity: a sub network. Simple modules may be further
subdivided into modules for which only one firing rule is defined and those expressing conditional
execution for which several alternative firings are defined. A comment notation is added to a simple
module to specify its behaviour. The firings are described according to the notation in [Jons 89].

Let V be the set of data values, we denote by V* the set of finite sequences over V and we assume <>
denotes the empty sequence. A firing F is a tuple F=<s, χin, s', χout>, where 1) χin is a mapping

from the input ports to V* such that for each input port a, χin(a) is the sequence of data removed by

the firing from the port a, 2) χout is a mapping from the output ports of the module to V* and 3) s

and s' are states of the module. The meaning of a firing <s, χin, s', χout> is: when the node is in

state s and for each input port a the sequence χin(a) is a prefix of the content of the port, then these

sequences may be consumed, while the node changes its state to s' and the sequence χout(b) is

produced on each output port b. Note that the empty sequence <> is a prefix of each sequence of
data. The overall of the systems is composed by simple modules that may run concurrently according
to the data driven rule. A network graphical syntax may be defined by representing modules as
rectangular boxes and ports as triangles, input ports as intersecting the box representing an entity with
one vertex inside and two outside and output ports with one vertex outside and two inside. The
presence of a state in a module is represented by a shaped area in the right part of a box.



The basic definition of simple modules includes:

MOD <name>;

<input ports>;

<output ports>;

COMMENT: firings of the module

Let us consider the simple module in Fig.2, if the module has one state s and one firing rule which
gets one data from each of the input ports and output the value received from the port a onto y and the
value received from the port b onto x, we have:

COMMENT: {<s, χin, s, χout>} where

χin(a)=v, χin(b)=w, for all v of type1 and for all w of type2 and χout(x)=w, χout(y)=v.

MOD TypeA;

IN a:type1; b:type2;

OUT x:type1; y: type2;

a

x

b

y

TypeA

Fig. 2: representation of a simple module with state and its interface.

Sub networks are composed of boxes which may in turn be either sub networks or simple modules.
Seen as 'black boxes' they are defined in the same way as the simple modules, i.e. with their names
and interfaces; but then the boxes are 'opened' and their definition as 'white boxes' must include also
the types and instances of their components and the linking of components ports and the ports of the
sub network itself. The definition of a sub network reported in Fig. 3 and it must include:

SUB <name>;
<input ports>;
<output ports>;
USE <type-name>,<type-name>.... ;
ITEMS: <name>: <type-name>; <name>: <type-name>......;
CONNECT <port> TO <port>, <port> TO <port>......;

where USE refer to the types of sub modules, ITEMS to the instantiations and CONNECT specify
links between ports.

The result of the design is a structured network of modules where each module can be exploited in a
sub network until simple modules.

An important issue in determining the correctness of a design is the consistency of the connections
among the entities. It is straightforward to define conditions for correct connections:

1) a connection is between two and only two ports;

2) it must start at (one vertex of) the output port and end in (the middle of the two vertexes of) the
input port;



SUB TypeK;
IN data:type1;
OUT res:type1;
USE TypeA;
ITEMS M1, M2:TypeA;
CONNECT  data TO M1.a, M1.x TO M2.a,

         M1.y TO M1.b, M2.y TO M2.b,
         M2.x TO res;

data

res

SUB TypeK
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M1: TypeA

M2: TypeA

Fig. 3: representation of a sub network.

3) the types of the connected ports must be compatible (the simplest rule of compatibility is that the
two ports must have the same type);

4) connections cannot cut entity boundaries.

A design is then described by defining its network, i.e., 1) listing the modules and their input and
output ports, linking source and destination nodes, 2) assigning types to each module, that is, the
name of the software entity or of the sub network with which it must be implemented and 3)
associating firings to simple modules.

4 - SYSTEM DESIGN VERIFICATION

Due to the nature of the data-flow model, which deals with sequences of values over communication
channels and asynchronous data driven execution of processes, all the semantics theories present
difficulties to be assumed as a basis for the development of tools which help in the analysis of the
networks. On the contrary, many formal specification languages allow the production of semantic
analysis tools because the underlying semantics of the language is sufficiently restricted so that
reasoning in terms of specifications become tractable. We try to get advantages from both the
approaches by realising the semantic analysis of a data-flow network by LOTOS formal specification
language [Bolo 89]. In [Bern 93], we define a transformation from data-flow networks to LOTOS
expressions which preserves the semantic behaviour of the network. The asynchronous
communication between nodes is realised by associating a process to each channel which simulates a
FIFO queue. The transformation preserves the behaviour of the original network. Once obtained the
LOTOS specification of the network, the tools already developed for LOTOS [Eik 91] can be applied
to simulate, verify and in some cases to validate the system design. On LOTOS specifications with
data we can only use the simulator tool and test a specification by showing that some sequences of
events never occur. On LOTOS specifications without data we can instead check equivalence relations
(strong and weak bisimulation equivalence) and prove properties expressed in an action based version
of the branching time temporal logic. We can transform a LOTOS specification with data into a
specification without data maintaining the same semantics by associating a different port to each value
that can be exchanged at a port. In case of general network the approach may be unfeasible, while in
the field of control systems some constraints can be put on the admissible data, furthermore,



sometimes the only relevant data is the presence or absence of data. The usual drawback of these
automated tools is that, being defined on underlying automata, all the information on states and
transitions collected in this global structure are needed. Recent advances in verification techniques,
like the development of equivalence checking tools based on a notion of symbolic bisimulation, could
help significantly in automated verification. An example of the application of the methodology is
reported in [Simo 93].

5 - CONCLUSIONS

A data-flow model for the design of control systems have been proposed. The model is adequate to
handle event driven systems and verification of a system design is carried out by applying a
transformation from data-flow to LOTOS specification language and then applying automated tools
already developed for the adopted specification language.
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